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After years of research and development, we are proud to present you
Castaway Paradise. Explore an island filled with sights, sounds, smells and

gourmet delights, then dive deep beneath the waves and discover the secrets
of the ocean. You'll never be alone again! If you enjoyed Castaway Paradise

please rate it! The player can purchase: $18 Get the DLC pack with all
goodies included. $25 Get the DLC pack with all goodies included, in addition
to: - Stevie's Survival Kit items - Ships - New Animal Caches - New Challenge
Caches - New Swimsuits - New quests - New sounds and music - New themes

We'd love to know what you think. Please read our Frequently Asked
Questions to find out more about our policies. Any issues: mail us! For more

information: Our Website: Twitter: @goshenstudios Facebook:
@goshenstudios Gamebox blog: . Castaway Paradise © 2015 All rights

reserved. Hazard: the game and characters are trademarks of Gameloft SAS.
GemCraft is a trademark of GemCraft and Gameloft. © 2007 Stéphane Allard,

Kris Krug and Martial Evrard. This game is based on the Castaway Paradise
virtual world that was released under the creative commons licence. For any
questions about the game, please contact us: contact@nornberg.com Allows

the app to view information about network connections such as which
networks exist and are connected.Allows the app to view information about

Wi-Fi networking, such as whether Wi-Fi is enabled and name of connected Wi-
Fi devices.Allows access to the list of accounts in the Accounts Service.Allows

the app to create network sockets and use custom network protocols. The
browser and other applications provide means to send data to the internet, so
this permission is not required to send data to the internet.Allows the app to
read the contents of your SD card.Allows the app to read from the system's
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various log files. This allows it to discover general information about what you
are doing with the phone, potentially including personal or private

information.Allows the app to prevent the phone from going to sleep.Allows
the app to write to the SD card.In-app Billing on Google Play provides a

straightforward, simple interface

Features Key:
FREE Ranger Theme Pack

Recommended language: English, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Thai,
Indonesian

19 new action scenes for free
Supports all devices

Packs Bought

Last check

Nullan vår - 12.11.2013

Muhaha - 10.11.2013

Runk - 6.11.2013

JG-Riga - 2.11.2013

Fuse - 13.10.2013

Jorän - 13.09.2013

Tohnä - 10.09.2013

Erlanda-Rake - 16.07.2013

Tesser - 11.07.2013

Runes - 9.07.2013

SAS - 12.05.2013

Bohannon - 13.05.2013

Arthur - 
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